New instruments available for trading:
Cash Index CFDs and more Mini Index CFDs

Dear Trader,
We are pleased to inform you that we have increased your investment opportunities with DF Markets by adding
non-leveraged CFDs (Cash CFDs) on the most actively traded US and EU indices. We have also expanded the
selection of our Mini Index CFDs.
Cash Index CFDs
When trading Cash CFDs, you pay the full price of the underlying asset, thus decreasing the risk and avoiding losses
that may exceed your initial investment - as opposed to leveraged products.
DF Markets already offers trading in Shares and ETFs as Cash CFDs, and the addition of Indices gives you the
opportunity to further diversify your portfolio by investing in a particular industry or a country's economy as a
whole.
- No commissions, no interest or additional charges
- Less risky than leveraged CFDs
- Suitable for long-term investments
More Mini Index CFDs
Mini Indices can be traded at approximately 1/10th of the price of the respective standard Index CFD, allowing
clients with smaller account sizes to place trades in the major world indices.
Many stock benchmarks (US30, UK100) have been available to trade as Mini Index CFDs on our platforms. Now we
are expanding the selection to include other important indices such as the EU50 and USTECH100.
- Trade 'expensive' indices at approx. 1/10th of their value: suitable for clients with smaller account sizes
- 1% margin: Buy/Sell 1 miniEUGERMANY30 contract with as little as €12.45 (approx. market price of €1,245 x 1%
margin)
- Mini Indices can also be traded as Cash CFDs
- No commissions
Both Cash Index CFDs and Mini Index CFDs are available as separate instruments on the DFTrader platform: simply
look for 'cash' or 'mini' in the index name and add it to your watchlist.
More information and a comprehensive list of all Index CFDs offered by DF Markets can be found here.
Have questions or comments? Let us know and we would be more than glad to assist you.
Kind regards,
DF Markets
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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necessary.
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